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Query Protocols for Highly Resilient Peer-to-Peer Networks Suresh Jagannathan, Gopal Pandurangan, Sriram Srinivasan Department of Computer Science Purdue University West Lafayette, IN 47906 Email: suresh,gopal,ssriniv  @cs.purdue.edu Abstract— The decentralized and ad hoc nature of peer-topeer (P2P) networks means that both the structure of the network, and the content stored within it are highly variable. Real-world studies indicate that only a small number of peers remain persistent over significant time periods, and that the perceived importance of objects stored in the network, measured in terms of access or update frequency, may not follow a uniform distribution. In this paper, we present WARP, a P2P system that exploits these distinctions as an integral part of its design. WARP employs a novel fault-tolerant mechanism to manage the dynamic nature of node arrivals and departures by allowing multiple physical nodes to service data mapped to a single node in the overlay. Moreover, the overlay supports different query types, distinguishing queries to popular or valuable data from queries to unpopular or less valuable data. We prove via a rigorous stochastic analysis that any query, regardless of type, will be successfully serviced with high probnodes, the ability. Further, we show that for a network with hop complexity of the protocol is with high probability. We also define bandwidth complexity, a measure of congestion at any node, and prove that it is with high probability. We provide a detailed simulation of the system and show that it conforms closely to our theoretical guarantees.



      







I. I NTRODUCTION A P2P networked system is a collaborating group of Internet nodes which overlay their own special-purpose network on top of the Internet. Such a system performs applicationlevel routing on top of IP routing. These systems, like the Internet itself, can be large, require distributed control and configuration, and have a routing mechanism that allows each node to communicate with the rest of the system. P2P networks are emerging as a significant vehicle for providing distributed services (e.g., search, content integration and administration) [6], [7], [10], [20]. Some of the benefits of these systems are: decentralized computing (e.g., search), sharing data and resources, and serverless computing [2]. Various research groups have recently designed a variety of P2P systems including those that support fast look-up services [4], [23], provide large-scale network storage [15], anonymous publishing [7], and application-level multicast [5]. An important feature of P2P networks is their dynamically changing topology [4], [11]: peers enter and leave the network for various reasons (including failures) and connections may be added or deleted at any time. Recent measurement studies [29], [30] show that the peer turnaround rate is quite



high: nearly 50% of peers in real-world networks can be replaced within an hour, though the total number of peers in the network is relatively stable. These studies also indicate that P2P networks exhibit a high degree of variance in terms of the traffic volume, query distribution, and bandwidth usage generated by peers over time, and that many node and data characteristics may follow Zipfian or lognormal distributions [19] . Thus, to be useful, these systems must address a number of important and complex issues that ensure efficient and reliable routing in the presence of a dynamically changing network: 1) The overlay must exhibit good topological properties (e.g., connectivity, low diameter, low degree, etc.) even if the composition of the underlying physical network exhibits significant change. 2) Queries for data objects in the system must be serviced efficiently, and should scale with network size. Thus, non-scalable techniques such as network broadcast or flooding [8], [24] which may be appropriate in more constrained centralized environments, would be ineffective for wide-area deployment. 3) Because the system dynamics of these networks is also highly asymmetric with only a small number of peers persistent over significant time periods, providing faulttolerance in the presence of mostly short-lived peers is essential. 4) The decentralized and ad hoc nature of these networks means that both the structure of the network, and the content stored within it are highly variable. Devising an overlay sensitive to the statistics of node characteristics (such as bandwidth, serving capacity, and “on” times – duration of connectivity) and of temporal characteristics of queried objects (such as access frequency and update frequency) is therefore critical. These issues have each been addressed separately to some degree in previous work. For example, Ledlie et. al. [16] discusses self-organization schemes for P2P systems driven by changing global characteristics of the network (issue 1). Pandurangan et al. give a protocol to build connected, lowdiameter, constant degree unstructured P2P networks [21] under a realistic dynamic setting (issue 1). Structured P2P systems such as Chord [4], CAN [23], Pastry [26], Tapestry



[32], Viceroy [18] and the Plaxton et al. protocol [22] use distributed hashing to tightly couple the content of an object with the node in the P2P overlay where it should reside, enabling search algorithms to scale efficiently with network size (issue 2). Aspnes et al. [3] gives a general scheme to construct an overlay network by embedding a random graph in a metric space (issue 2). Cohen and Shenker [8] discuss replication strategies for improving performance in unstructured P2P networks such as Gnutella and Freenet (issue 2). Saia et. al. [27] discuss techniques to improve faulttolerance by devising a topology that creates multiple highlyredundant routes among peers; Liben-Nowell et. al. [17] presents maintenance protocols that continuously repairs a Chord overlay as nodes leave and enter the system (issue 3). Xu et. al. [31] defines a two-level overlay to take advantage of node and bandwidth heterogeneity in the underlying physical network; Kaaza [13] uses a multi-level overlay for similar reasons (issue 4). In this paper, we present WARP, a novel peer-to-peer system that explicitly addresses each of these issues as integral features of its design. Among the efforts cited above, WARP is closest in spirit to the virtual content addressable network described by Fiat and Saia [9] and Saia et. al. [27]. For an  sized network, they define a  latency and  !" degree fault-tolerant overlay. Their work guarantees that a large number of data items are available even if a large fraction of peers are deleted, under the assumption that, in each time step, the number of peers deleted by an adversary must be smaller than the number of peers joining. WARP, on the other hand, guarantees that every search succeeds with high probability1 at any time, rather than simply a large fraction, assuming a natural and general #%$'&($ ) model [25](i.e., the holding times of nodes can have any distribution, and is thus much more general than, for example, the #%$#%$) model of [21]). The construction of our overlay is also simpler as described in the following section. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section presents an overview of the system. Section III describes the overlay and the query protocols. Section IV analyzes its complexity. Section V presents simulation results that validate our theoretical bounds. Conclusions are given in Section VI. II. OVERVIEW The WARP overlay is defined as an embedding of * copies of a complete binary tree on itself in a random fashion. Nodes which correspond to a root of the tree are designated to hold highly valuable data. Non-roots serve as caches for root nodes, and may hold less valuable data. We leave unspecified the mechanism by which nodes are mapped to verticies in the graph, observing that regardless of the exact algorithm used to formulate the mapping, there is no fixed a priori determined route between the source of a query and a target since any node, including a root, may leave the overlay at any time. 1 Throughout this paper w.h.p. (with high probability) denotes probability , for some constant . at least
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WARP’s assymetric overlay structure make it reasonable to expect that nodes with high availability and bandwidth characteristics get mapped to roots or nodes near them, and that nodes with poor availability and bandwidth get mapped to leaves. While devising effective mappings is likely to be important in practice, our analysis does not consider node heterogeneity in deriving the overlay’s latency and complexity bounds. Indeed, we show that even with uniform random placement, the structure of the overlay provides sufficient redundancy to support an efficient query protocol that ensures any request will be successfully serviced with high probability. Queries are logically classified as either centralized, for queries that target data stored on a root, or distributed, for queries that access data on non-roots using a content-based distributed hashing scheme [12]. A centralized query could be internally generated by a non-root node in response to a distributed query targeted to it. This may occur if the target does not have the data of interest because of insufficient storage (i.e., cache miss), or if the data is never stored locally (i.e., it is non-cacheable). We assume that applications running on WARP initially determine the query class to which a particular data object belongs. Although we only consider centralized and distributed queries here, there is no reason why more refined classes cannot be supported. For example, objects which are initially the targets of centralized queries may over time be reclassifed as targets for distributed queries if their importance to the application diminishes. Such refinements add no interesting complications to the protocol or analysis. When nodes depart the WARP overlay, they leave a hole in the graph that can be subsequently filled by a replacement. Informally, a hole represents a placeholder that can be occupied by a number of nodes. Any node in the set of nodes which cover a hole can service queries for data mapped to the hole. The cardinality of this set, * , defines a measure of the fault-tolerance provided by the overlay. Data mapped to a hole is thus replicated on the * nodes which cover it. Although * is a tunable parameter of the network, we show that small * , logarithmic in the total number of nodes in the underlying network, is sufficient to ensure that at least one path exists from a query source to a root for both centralized and distributed queries, with high probability. Support for high availability and fault-tolerance is an important distinguishing design feature of WARP; the same mechanism used to manage the dynamic nature of node arrival and departures also permits queries to be serviced successfully with high probability. The topology of the network achieves a high degree of fault-tolerance in two ways: (1) the embedding ensures that every data object is recorded in each of the tree’s * copies; (2) a given node connects to a distinct parent in each of the tree’s * copies. Latency and bandwidth overheads are measures of the network’s efficiency in servicing a query. Latency overhead measures the cost of resolving a query in terms of the number hops taken by a query from source to target. Bandwidth complexity measures the number of messages serviced by a given node in a fixed time interval. Traffic complexity bounds



are not immediately obvious if queries can target any node. For a single tree, 78 queries may need to be serviced by a single node in a fixed time interval. However, we show that by exploiting the structure of the embedding in which there are multiple random paths connecting nodes found in different subtrees, and by adding a small number of links among nodes in nearby subtrees (i.e., enforcing a small-world like network structure [11], [14]) to improve convergence, the system need only provide bandwidth for nodes to handle 9: queries at each timestep.
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A simple overlay graph with . In this graph, nodes labeled and are roots. Only random edges are shown.



A. Example To motivate WARP’s design, imagine a distributed service that provides real-time information on stock prices. A client initiates a query to some node using a distributed hashing scheme; the hash may be computed based on the stock symbol, and the message may define whether a realtime or delayed quote is desired. The target node generates a centralized query for realtime quotes to a root. To ensure scalability, there is no point-to-point connection between non-root and root nodes; thus, centralized queries propagate through the network in the same way that distributed queries do. Delayed quotes are cached on non-roots and periodically refreshed. Since prices may frequently change, it is critical that there is some globally consistent view of what the latest quote is among all users of the service; this view is provided by centralized queries serviced by the system’s roots, and initiated by other nodes in response to client queries. III. T HE WARP OVERLAY N ETWORK
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Our protocol is based on an underlying randomized topology defined as follows. Consider a graph &@?BA( of size C 2 determined C by embedding * copies of a complete, size binary tree D on itself in a random fashion as explained below. Assume that vertices of D are labeled by a unique number according to a simple scheme: level E (EF;HG corresponds to the root) in a tree is numbered by IJLK
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stands for an estimate of the number of peers in the network. use the term node to denote a peer of the overlay. We reserve the term vertex for the vertices of the tree. 4 We assume sampling with replacement for simplicity of analysis, although in practice it would be more efficient to do sampling without replacement. 3 We



In addition to the random edges we have the following, somewhat, non-intuitive set of edges. Let the level of a vertex S be  in tree D . Further, let D(ts J SuB , GrQvEwQ%xKyM denote the subtree of D rooted at the E th ancestor of S (0th ancestor is the root of the tree), but not including the subtree hanging from E{z|M itself. For example, DV}su~€� X SuB denotes the tree rooted at the parent of S , but excluding the subtree hanging from S itself. We call these ancestor subtrees. For each vertex S in D , we have an edge between S and a random node in each of the trees D(ts Su[ , G�Q


An incoming node (say � ) chooses a * -tuple node-id where each componentC of the tuple is an independent random sample between 1 and 5 . Because of the numbering scheme, � can determine (by itself) the node-ids of its (potential) random neighbors. The node-id’s of small-world neighbors is chosen by � as follows: for each component vertex in the node-id, its small-world neighbors are chosen by sampling uniformly at random from the vertex numbers of the corresponding ancestor
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5 If does not know , it can find out an accurate estimate with high probability; see Section IV.



subtrees; this is easy, since the tree numbering is known. Thus, � determines the node-id’s of its (potential) neighbors without any global knowledge. Then, � contacts any one of the nodes in the network (found by some external mechanism 6 ) and uses the distributed querying protocol (see Section III-B) to find its neighbors (i.e., their IP addresses) and joins by connecting to them. For every component vertex in its node-id, data is copied from any other node which shares this vertex. A node can simply leave the network at any time; the node’s data need not be transferred. B. Querying Schemes in WARP The WARP protocol supports two types of querying schemes: centralized and distributed. Centralized queries go to one of the roots. The protocol is simple: a node sends a query to one of its live ancestors nodes which in turn forwards it to one of its ancestors, till a root node is reached. If all the ancestors of a node are not live (all the corresponding vertices are holes), then the query fails. Distributed queries are handled by a distributed hashing scheme with a randomized routing strategy as follows. The C data (or key) is hashed to a random number between M to and inserted to all nodes having this number in any one of the components of its node-id. 7 Query for this data is thus directed to a node with one of its components equal to the data’s hashed value. Actually, since all nodes sharing a vertex id are connected to each other, search will succeed even if only one node covering this vertex is live in the network. This is easily achieved because of the unique numbering scheme. The routing for distributed queries is handled as follows. Suppose we have a query from a source node E to a target data hashed to a value ’ . Pick any vertex “ covered by E . Assume ’ is not in the subtree rooted at “ . Let ”•]S8?B’[ denote the least common ancestor of S and ’ in D . Let D(”•]S–?[’[B denote the subtree rooted at ”•]S8?B’[ excluding the subtree (rooted at ”•]S–?[’[ ) containing S itself. The routing uses the small-world edges crucially – in step 2.2 they guarantee a neighbor in D(”•]S–?[’[[ . In step 2.2, E itself can cover a vertex in D(”•]S8?[’[B , in which case the step is trivial. Note also that the numbering scheme easily allows us to find S . For simplicity, when we say ”a neighbor of a vertex” we mean a node covering the neighbor of a vertex. 1 S—;ˆ“ 2 while Sa;% ˜ ’ do 2.1 if ’ is in the subtree rooted at S then 2.1.1 route to ’ via the unique path to ’ 2.1.2 break 2.2 if there is a live neighbor 6 For example, in Gnutella [10] there is a central server that maintain list of host IP addresses which clients visit to get entry points into the P2P network; for example, http://www.gnufrog.com/ is a website which maintains a list of active Gnutella servants. New clients can join the network by connecting to one or more of these servants. 7 It will follow from our analysis (4.4) that this replication scheme guarantees availability of data w.h.p at any point of time.
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of S (say ` ) in D(”•]S8?B’[[ then (If there is more than one such neighbor choose one of them randomly) send query to `



S6; `



else if parent(S ) is live send query to parent(S ) in
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else send query to ™ , a random neighbor of
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IV. A NALYSIS In evaluating the performance of our protocol we focus on the long term behavior of the system in which nodes arrive and depart in an uncoordinated, and unpredictable fashion. We model this setting by a stochastic continuous-time process: the arrival of new nodes is modeled by Poisson distribution with rate › , and the duration of time a node stays connected to the network is independently determined by an arbitrary distribution & with mean œ . This is also called the #%$Y&($) model in queuing theory. Recent measurement studies of real P2P systems [29], [30] indicate that the above model approximates real-life data reasonably well, especially since the holding time distribution is arbitrary. (these studies indicate that the holding times may follow Zipfian or lognormal distributions). The Poisson model has been used in [17] to motivate the halflife concept and in analyzing the dynamic evolution of P2P systems. Let &� be the network at time ’ ( &Ÿž has no vertices). We are interested in analyzing the evolution in time of the stochastic process  ¡;‚&�[¢�¤£už . Since the evolution of   depends only on the ratio ›u$Yœ we can assume w.l.o.g. that ›¥;¦M . To demonstrate the relation between these parameters and the network size, we use §;¨›u$Yœ throughout the analysis. We justify this notation by showing that the number of nodes in the network rapidly converges to  . We use the notation & � ;©> � ?BA �  be the network at time ’ . Throughout our analysis we use the Chernoff bounds for the binomial and the Poisson distributions. Let the random variable ª denote the sum of 7 independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables each having a probability s of success. Then, ª is binomially distributed with œŠ;«7 s . We have the following Chernoff bounds [1]: For
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We have identical bounds even when ª is a Poisson random variable with parameter œ . The following theorem characterizes the network size and is a consequence of the fact that the number of nodes at any time ’ is a Poisson distribution (despite the fact that the



holding times follow an arbitrary distribution) [25, pages 1819]; applying the Chernoff bound for the Poisson distribution gives the high probability result. We omit a formal proof here. Theorem 4.1 (Network Size): 1) For any w.h.p. » >9�!» ;½¼/ . � 2) If ¾‚¿ ) then w.h.p. » >9�!» ;ˆŒÀi  .
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The above theorem assumed that the ratio Á;¥›u$Yœ was fixed during the interval Â G9?[’¤Ã . We can derive a similar result for the case in which the ratio changes to "Ä�;½›9Ä€$Oœ-Ä at time Å. Theorem 4.2: Suppose that the ratio between arrival and departure rates in the network changed at time Å from  to . Suppose that there were nodes in the network at time ÅÆ, Ä then if �¤¾³�uÈÇ ¿ ) w.h.p. &Ÿ# � has ÄzŽ ÆÄ€ nodes. The following lemma is a consequence of the randomized construction of the overlay topology. Thus the high probability bounds are with respect to this randomization.
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Lemma 4.1: Let ;½¼/ and *;¼/É Ê Ë@ . Then 1) The number of node-ids covering a given vertex is ¼/É Ê ËN w.h.p. 2) The routing table size of any node is bounded by É Ê Ë   w.h.p. Proof: C 1) There are node-ids generated by random sampling. Let Ì d be the indicator random variable for the event that ®@¯  Ì d ;©MOL; node-id P covers a given vertex � . Then C ²MLKi²MLK¡MO$  \  . Thus, by linearity of expectation, the expected of node-ids covering a given vertex is C [M@Ki²MNnumber K¡MO$ C  \ °;¼/É Ê Ë° . Applying the Chernoff bound gives the high probability result. 2) Let SÍ;ÎS X ?:Z!Z:Z!?[S \  be a node-id of a node. The number of random edges incident on this node is ¼/ƒÏ*NÉÐÊË@Œ; ¼/ÉÐÊË ¹ " since each vertex S J is adjacent to at most 3 other vertices of the tree and each C is covered by ¼/É Ê Ë@ node-ids w.h.p. There are É Ê Ë number of small-world neighbors of a given vertex. Thus, the number of small-world edges is bounded by ¼/É Ê Ë C *NÉÐÊË@°;¼/É Ê Ë   w.h.p.
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The following theorem follows from Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.3 (Routing table size): At any time ’ such that ’B$Ò ¿ ) , the routing table size of any node (or the degree) is bounded by É Ê Ë   w.h.p. We state a key theorem about the presence of holes in our protocol.
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Theorem 4.4 (Occupancy of Holes): Let ;%” , for some positive constant ” and let *;%•@É Ê Ë@ , for a sufficiently large constant • . Then, at any time ’ , such that ’B$ ¿ ) , w.h.p. every vertex in the overlay network is occupied. Proof: When ’B$Ò ¿ ) nodes depart the network according to a Poisson process with rate 1. Also from theorem 4.1, w.h.p.



the number of nodes in the network is at least ´KÓ  . Since, every hole has an equal probability of getting filled at any time step ’ , the probability that a vertex is not covered is at most



¾ ¾³ÖÖ ÖÖ [MwK C M  \Ô �xÕ Ô [MwK� [MO$[³Q�šO× ÔØX �]Õ ÔØX Q½MO$Ò ¹ for a suitable choice of constant • . Applying Boole’s inequality, the probability that no vertex is unoccupied is at Ñ most MO$ . The following theorem on the success probability of a query is a consequence of the previous theorem and the way nodes link to each other. Theorem 4.5: Let *;ˆÉ Ê ËN" . Then for any time ’ , such that ’B$Ò ¿ ) , w.h.p. any central or distributed query will be successful. Furthermore, the number of hops needed is É Ê ËL w.h.p. Proof: We focus on centralized querying. The proof for distributed querying is similar. Consider a query emanating from the node S with node-id S-XY?:Z!Z:Z?[S]\  . This query will be successful if there is a path to one of the root nodes. In terms of the underlying tree D , this will occur if there is a path any of the S ’s to the root, in particular the path Ù ;Úfrom S X ?su•Ï™Oš7x’S X Ò?!Z:Z!J Z:?[™YYO’ . From our previous theorem, since every hole of the tree is occupied w.h.p. every vertex in Ù is covered by some (live) node in the network. Furthermore, from our construction of the random edges, there is an edge between any node covering a vertex to any node covering the parent of the vertex. Thus, w.h.p the query will take ÉÐÊËN .
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The above corrollaries also imply the following theorem on the connectivity and diameter of the network. Corollary 4.1: Let *|;HÉ Ê ËL . Then for any time ’ , such that ’B$ ¿ ) , the network is connected and has a diameter of É Ê ËL w.h.p.



Corollary 4.2: Let *|;HÉ Ê ËL . Then for any time ’ , such that ’B$Ò ¿ ) , the work needed when a node joins the network is   w.h.p. Proof: For each vertex component in its node-id, an incoming node has to locate a node covering this vertex; then it can find all the random neighbors corresponding to this component. Since there are   components w.h.p. and finding neighbors corresponding to one component takes   time (Theorem 4.5), the total time needed to find all random ¹ ¹ neighbors is   . Since there are   smallÑ world neighbors a similar argument yields the result. Remarks. We conclude with important remarks about the protocol, its implementation, and extensions. 1) From the proof of the above theorem it is clear that we need only a ”reasonable” estimate (upto a constant factor) of the network size, as alluded to before. Then



choosing *a;Š¼/ÉÐÊË°78 will still be sufficient to guarantee theorem. Thus, henceforth, we assume that C ;v” the, where ”Ó^�G is a constant. 2) When an incoming node joins the network we assumed C (Section that it knows III). This is actually not required: a node can sample a small subset of nodes (for example, by first contacting a node and then searching) and use Theorem 4.1. It is not difficult to show that only " nodes need to be searched to get an accurate estimate with high probability. 3) The idea used in WARP (Theorems 4.4 and 4.5) can be applied to other underlying topologies as well; thus it can be used to “convert” any static topology into a dynamic fault-tolerant network. For example, we can show that applying the scheme to a butterfly network (i.e., the underlying template topology is a butterfly network instead of a tree) yields a   latency (i.e., every search succeeds in É Ê ËN" time w.h.p.) and  ¹  degree network. This is an improvement in the degree size over the network of Saia et al. [27] as described in Section I. Thus, the additional  factor in the degree of WARP is due to the presence of the small-world edges which are needed for reducing bandwidth complexity, as described in the following section, and not required for providing fault-tolerance per se. We explore an interesting variant of the WARP pro¹ tocol which has   degree in Section V. This scheme reduces routing table size from ¼/É Ê Ë   to edges between two nodes S6;VU ¼/ ¹  by allowing if Û XÜ d Ü]\ P S X ?!Z:Z!Z?BS \ ^ and ` ;VU ` X ?!Z!Z:Z? ` \ ^ only d such that there is a tree edge between S and ` d . 4) It can be shown C that bad events (such as the network size exceeding ) happen with minuscule probability. In such cases, temporary remedial measures can be taken such as generating new node-ids (by random sampling) or rejecting new connections till the situation self-corrects itself. Our analysis can be extended to handle such situations. A. Bandwidth Complexity We define the bandwidth complexity of the protocol as the worst-case expected number of queries that go through any node (i.e., use the node as an intermediate node) in a time step. We assume a uniform query distribution for analyzing distributed querying 8 :  queries are generated per time step, one per node, each query has a random destination independent of other queries. This is a natural distribution to analyze for two reasons: (1) the query rate, i.e., the number of queries per time step is much more than the rate of change of the network (i.e., the arrival and leaving rate), and every node is likely to generate a query in the worst case (2) under uniform hashing it is reasonable for a query to have 8 The bandwidth complexity of centralized querying is assume that queries that go to the roots can be aggregated.
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a random destination if queries are for different data, which is the appropriate scenario for doing a distributed search as opposed to a centralized search. Let àSu be the number of queries that use S as an intermediate node under uniform query distribution (in one time step). Then the bandwidth complexity is á©;vâã•ÏS]ä'åÏæ°AlÂ àS]¤Ã . We show that á is É Ê Ë  " for our protocol. This is somewhat non-intuitive – although it appears that the top nodes (near the root) will get " queries, this happens with very low probability: most of the queries converge to their destinations by using the small-world edges, and thus avoiding the ”usual” route of going through the top nodes. We also show, that using the random edges alone does not guarantee low traffic complexity. This is because, since the edges are randomly distributed, only the ancestor subtrees which are farther away from the destination are favored. On the other hand, the smallworld edges favors all the ancestor subtrees uniformly.
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Theorem 4.6: Let *„;çÉ Ê ËL and ;Î”! , for a constant ”è^ˆM . At any time ’ , such that ’B$ ¿ ) , w.h.p. the bandwidth complexity of the protocol is áŠ;
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Case 1: We consider messages that have destination in the subtree of S , i.e., the target value is hashed to a vertex that is in the subtree rooted at S . There are two subcases depending on the origin: (a) origin in a node (say “ ) which is in the subtree rooted at S , i.e., “ covers a vertex (say ` ) in the subtree rooted at S . Without loss of generality, let the message originate in D]~²Su and its destination be in D é Su (otherwise the message will never go through S ). Then the message will go through S if the small-world edge connects ` to S (in D ) and E is chosen (among all the nodes covering S ). The expected number of messages is bounded by
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î ~€� X Ôóò!¾ ô¤Ô ä ÖÖ õ î d~€� X ‡» DV}s d Su[:» X ÖÖ ð Ô}òÒöÔ ä J ï žVð ñ ï-J ðñ ðØ÷ ;%É Ê Ë ¹ " Since S covers É Ê ËL vertices w.h.p. the total upper  Ñ bound is É Ê Ë " . B. Why small-world edges? We show that just having the random edges alone is not sufficient to guarantee polylogarithmic bandwidth complexity. Theorem 4.7: Let *l;ÉÐÊËN and assume that we have only the random edges. Then at any time ’ , such that ’B$Ò ¿ ) , the traffic complexity of distributed querying is º under the uniform query distribution. Proof: Consider an arbitrary node S which covers a vertex at level  . We calculate a lower bound on the number of messages that go through S . Consider messages which originate in D ~ Su - the left subtree of S , and having a destination in the right subtree of S . Then the expected number of nodes which go through S is ( ê is the height of D )ù ù
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V. S IMULATION R ESULTS To validate the analysis presented in the previous section and to obtain an estimate of the hidden constants in the analysis, we simulated the protocol by varying  , the size of the network, and the parameter * . We implemented a discrete event simulator in which node arrival and departure follows a Poisson distribution. Each simulation run consists of series of time steps. Nodes join and leave the network at the beginning of each time step. Queries are assumed to be made by randomly chosen active nodes before the beginning of next time step, and after all leave and join events have been handled. Queries are assumed to be successful if they reaches the destination; responses are not routed back to the requesting



node. Administrative messages exchanged between leaving (joining) nodes, roots and their neighbors are not accounted for in bandwidth calculations to adhere to the analysis presented. We consider three experiments. The first studies the fault tolerance of the overlay under different replacement rates; the second explores bandwidth and latency complexity of the protocol; and, the third investigates an alternative overlay structure with lower routing table size overheads. To study the fault tolerant aspects of the overlay, we start with a network with I' holes, and subsequently fill it with  nodes. Such a network can be obtained by constructing a I' network, forcing  nodes to leave initially. Holes in the network, so obtained, are on average only †'G filled and thus the probability of having a discontinuous path is higher than the network configurations considered so far. The replacement rate was varied from G…Z M to G…Zó† . The graphs in Figure 5 show the fraction of successful queries over different replacement counts assuming  ; MG nodes. The replacement count indicates the number of nodes that remain in the network between consecutive timesteps; high replacement counts thus imply large change in the underlying network. Figure 2 indicates that there is enough redundancy imposed by the embedding to ensure 100% delivery when * is " . Success for distributed queries 1
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since the message will pass through S if it reaches S or any of the ancestor nodes of S . Case 2: Messages which have destination in D(ts9~€� X S][Ò?:Z!Z:Z:?BD(}s�žS][ . We note that only messages that originate in DV}s SuB with destination in DV}s d S][ , J where P ^íE have a chance of getting routed through S . Consider such messages. The expected number of messages that go through S is upper bounded by (note that messages that end in D ~ Su and Dxé'Su do not get routed through S )
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Distributed query success characteristics for a network with 50%



The second set of graphs (Figure 3) measure latency and bandwidth overhead of the system for distributed queries in which the replacement rate is G9ZÐM of the average number of nodes, i.e., a system in which roughly MG of nodes, chosen at random, enter and leave at each time step. On average,  queries are generated by  nodes in each time interval. All simulation results are taken over 10 time steps. We consider values for * , ranging from 2 to I' (base 2). We studied latency, bandwidth, and failure behavior by varying › from 0.1 to 0.5, but no substantial variation from the graphs presented here was found. Not surprisingly, increasing * leads to noticeable reduction in latency, but even with small * , the number of hops required to service a query is low, logarithmic in the number of nodes. Latency behavior for centralized queries exhibits similar overhead.
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Latency and bandwidth complexity for distributed queries.



Latency for distributed queries with routing table cost reduction
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Latency and bandwidth complexity for distributed queries with routing table size reduction.



We have redrawn the graph in Figure 3(b) in Figure 4 leaving out cases for *—; I and ‹ to highlight the characteristics when * is   and I' . Because we assume centralized queries can be aggregated, their bandwidth requirements are easily shown to be bounded by a logarithmic factor in the number of nodes. The graphs reveal that the bandwidth requirements imposed by our overlay for distributed queries is low if we choose * to be ” for small ” . It is clear that increasing * from 4 to   results in a tremendous reduction in bandwidth requirements. When * is  , the bandwidth requirements range from approximately 35 messages/node for  ;ÁMG…?BGG G nodes to 125 messages/node when  ; M:G G9?BGG G . The requirements drop when *i;cI   , ranging from 20 to 40 messages/node as  ranges from 10,000 to 100,000. We have also studied latency and bandwidth performance under a Zipfian distribution in which a node leaves with probability inversely proportional to the square of its lifetime in the network. These results exhibit essentially identical characteristics to a Poisson replacement model and are consistent with our theoretical results which make no assumption on the type of the on-time distribution. We also consider an improvement to the overlay that reduces
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routing table size maintained by nodes from 9!" to  ¹  . Rather than preserving an edge to every node covering a vertex, this scheme simply records an edge to any one of the nodes covering a vertex, leading to an  reduction in state information maintained at each node. Figure 5 measures latency and bandwidth characteristics for dis-



tributed queries under this alternative scheme. The latency characteristics of this alternate overlay is marginally worse than our original design for * =   or greater because failures (i.e. a node having no live neighbor) can occur more often with the smaller routing tables produced by this scheme, requiring retransmission of messages. For * =   , the bandwidth requirements imposed by the overlay is slightly superior to the original scheme. The primary reason for this is that the new scheme, unlike the original, no longer guarantees that every hop in a route will lead to forward progress in query distance; by relaxing this constraint, there is greater dispersion of queries among nodes in the overlay. We conjecture that the non-uniform spikes when *;½I is due to arbitrary congestion occurring because of low redundancy in the tree. Success for distributed queries with routing table cost reduction
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Fig. 6. Distributed query success characteristics for a network with 50% holes using routing table size reduction.



Figure 6 measures the query success characteristics for this scheme. As we would expect, the smaller routing table size incorporated in this scheme leads to reduced fault tolerance is * = 2 or 4. However, there is no significant difference observed for * =  or greater. This is because the overlay has sufficient resiliency for higher values of * to ensure successful queries even though the number of edges in the overlay has been reduced by   factor. These results give us confidence that the WARP overlay can effectively scale in practice. VI. C ONCLUSIONS This paper presents WARP, a fault-tolerant P2P system that is sensitive to the statistics of node characteristics (e.g., ontimes) and query characteristics (e.g., popularity). We believe this is a first step in designing scalable and resilient P2P overlays whose theoretical properties conform closely to realworld behavior. We have not explicitly taken into account the statistics of other kinds of salient characteristics such as query access and update frequency or node capacities. Real data implies that these may follow a Zipfian distribution [28], [29]. For future work, we intend to incorporate these notions as part of our analysis.
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